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greenwich foot tunnel wikipedia - the greenwich foot tunnel crosses beneath the river thames in east london linking
greenwich royal borough of greenwich on the south bank with the isle of dogs london borough of tower hamlets on the north,
world s first floating tunnel proposed in norway - the tunnel would be made up of a pair of concrete tubes submerged
about 100 feet under the water s surface sn hetta experts say the floating tunnel concept is especially suited for deep fjords,
seven wonder of the modern world channel tunnel - de gamond reasoned that as long as the geology permitted a tunnel
could be constructed under the channel, fort mchenry tunnel roads to the future - the fort mchenry tunnel is the 7 200
foot long 8 lane tunnel complex that carries interstate i 95 under baltimore harbor in baltimore maryland, the channel
tunnel eurostar - the channel tunnel is 31 5 miles long or 50 45 km that s the equivalent of 169 eiffel towers stacked on top
of each other 23 5 miles 37 9 km of the channel tunnel is under the english channel making it the world s longest undersea
tunnel, secret tunnel in berlin is an echo from the cold war the - researchers found the entrance to a passage under the
berlin wall intended to help reunite a family in the 1960s, the history of tunnel 57 a secret escapeway under the - the
man who helped dig a secret tunnel under the berlin wall, the world s longest tunnel page tunnels in usa - road tunnels
in united states 1000 m edited by eugenio a merzagora 9 th revision august 2012, history holland tunnel the port
authority of ny nj - history in 1920 the new jersey interstate bridge and tunnel commission and the new york state bridge
and tunnel commission appropriated funds and began construction on what was then referred to as the hudson river
vehicular tunnel, augusta national is building a tunnel under washington - looks like a lengthened fifth hole won t be the
only change at augusta national this spring according to abc affiliate wjbf com augusta national is currently constructing a
tunnel under, bbc autos inside the world s longest rail tunnel - clad in an orange hardhat and a bright green vest with
light reflecting stripes i m standing by the shiny new tracks of the gotthard base tunnel in switzerland the longest railroad
tunnel, bhra atlantic avenue tunnel - the atlantic avenue tunnel is officially the world s oldest subway tunnel this tunnel
was built in 1844 beneath a busy street in the city of brooklyn brooklyn did not become part of nyc until a half century later,
alumacraft 1860 coastal bay tunnel boating world - fish love skinny water maybe because they know many anglers boats
can t go there well they are absolutely going to hate the alumacraft 1860 coastal bay tunnel a boat that can run on a damp
sponge, secret underground tunnel discovered in florida under - what drivers believed to be a large pothole in the
middle of the road in pembroke pines florida turned out to be a hidden underground tunnel that authorities believe may lead
to a nearby bank, the world s longest tunnel page railway tunnels in canada - c w columbia and western railway warm
thanks to dale whitmee mark brader the world s longest railway tunnels tunnelling association of canada, ifly singapore
experience the thrill of indoor skydiving - ifly singapore is home to the world s first largest themed wind tunnel for indoor
skydiving spanning 16 5 feet wide and 56 5 feet tall almost five storeys high in addition it is the only wind tunnel with an 18
feet tall acrylic glass wall offering you an unparalleled view of the south china sea, arizona mexico tunnel under old kfc
used for drug - a tunnel that was used for drug smuggling between mexico and arizona was discovered last week and
investigators gave new details about the case on wednesday the tunnel is 22 feet deep and extends, wireguard fast
modern secure vpn tunnel - wireguard is an extremely simple yet fast and modern vpn that utilizes state of the art
cryptography it aims to be faster simpler leaner and more useful than ipsec while avoiding the massive headache it intends
to be considerably more performant than openvpn wireguard is designed as a general purpose vpn for running on
embedded interfaces and super computers alike fit for many, rome s tremendous tunnel the ancient world s longest rome s tremendous tunnel the ancient world s longest underground aqueduct roman engineers chipped an aqueduct
through more than 100 kilometers of stone to connect water to cities in the ancient, norway is building the world s first
submerged floating - the floating tunnel however will be built within a fjord over 1400 m deep too deep to drill into the sea
bed the plan is to build it deep enough under the surface so as to allow the biggest, first nation builds tunnel under
highway after death of - a pedestrian tunnel on kingclear first nation is now under construction just 10 weeks after a young
woman from the community was struck and killed trying to cross route 102, building big tunnel basics pbs - before cars
and trains tunnels carried only water roman engineers created the most extensive network of tunnels in the ancient world
they built sloping structures called aqueducts to carry
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